“THE NECESSITIES”
Shoes: Simms Flats Sneaker $119.95 I’m sure you all have had a horrible day where shoes were the
factor. Times that by 10 for Saltwater trips!
Pants: Simms Arapaima Pant $99.95, Patagonia Tropical Flats Pants $79.00, Patagonia Guidewater
Pants $79.00 Shorts are not a good idea so these lightweight and cooling quick drying pants are the key
to not being burned while obsessing over the fish.
Sunglasses:. Costa or Smith optics $150-$260. Take your pick but choose a 100% polarized lens.
These are the brands we love and we are happy to assist you and order the right pair for you.
Travel Case: Fishpond Dakota Bag for carrying reels and rods with you $179.95. You don’t want to
show up for the best fishing trip of your life with unorganized or broken gear.
Sun Gloves: Simms Solar Flex Gloves $29.95 or Patagonia Technical Sun Gloves $45.00 FYI
Sling Pack: Patagonia Stealth atom Sling 7L $89, Simms Sling Pack $89.95 We prefer slings so your
stuff stays dry.
Dry Bag: Patagonia Stormfront Roll-Top Pack 30L $149.95, Simms Dry Creek Roll-Top Bag
$149.95 Needed to keep your belonging clean and dry on the boat.
Shirts: Simms Current Hoody $64.95, Free Fly Midweight Hoody69.95, Free Fly Apparel Bamboo
Lightweight Long Sleeve $59.95 Very important! These shirts are the only types of shirts used these
days for many reasons aside from sun protection. We will be happy to explain.
Sungaiter: Simms Sungaiter $29.95 breathable, Patagonia Sun Mask $29.99 UV Buff $29.99
I don’t know how we lived without these things. $30 bucks is not worth skin cancer!
Outerwear: Simms Hyalite Rain Shell $149.95 or Patagonia Minimalist Wading Jacket $199.99 or
Patagonia Torrentshell $129.99 or Torrentshell Stretch Jacket 199.99 You will want to wear dull
colors to prevent from pissing off your guide by spooking fish….

Underwear: Patagonia Lightweight Boxers or Briefs $29.99 Chaffing is a nightmare you don’t want
to endure!
Pliers/Nippers: Hatch Tempest Pliers $200, Abel Hemos $130, Ross Pliers $179.99, Abel Nippers &
Lanyard $85 Yes, you will tie some knots and doctor up your rig if your guide is on the poling platform
or with your buddy on the flats.

